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Added Value:
Because we provide 
the software and 
hardware required to 
host Maximo, cost is 
based on need and 
usage requirements – 
resulting in low costs 
and quick return on 
investment. 

System administration 
support and upgrades 
are provided as part of 
the service. With our 
industry and Maximo 
expertise, you can be 
up and running 
quickly.

Maximo-as-a-Service
Hosting in the Cloud
Maximo-as-a-Service (MaaS) is an annual subscription that provides 
customers with a secure, dedicated Maximo application via the Internet 
or “cloud” environment. 

Why MaaS?
MaaS is a low maintenance affordable solution that offers high availability, security, and 

performance. This solution relieves the headache of maintaining Maximo and the hardware 

needed to run Maximo.

Our IBM Maximo-as-a-Service offering is bundled with the 

following features:

− Maximo Help Desk Support. Telephone support from Maximo experts during

standard business operation hours. After hours support via web request or

email.

− Patching and upgrading Maximo. The service includes the technical aspects of

applying patches and upgrades to your Maximo environment.

− High availability and high performing Maximo applications. We will scale the

solution to match your usage of Maximo. Furthermore, our service includes

hardware refresh schedules to ensure peak performance.

− MaaS Premier includes one production instance and a second development

instance that can double as the disaster recovery 'failover' instance. Additional

instances can be purchased as an add-on service.



Infrastructure

Maximo-as-a-Service assures you the security, speed, 

and availability you require.

Bring IBM Maximo to the Cloud

You have options:

 No License? No Problem! There's no need to purchase

Maximo licenses. MaaS includes access to Maximo on a

subscription basis. You will always own the data you put

into Maximo.

 Bring Your Own License (BYOL) Reduce costs and

increase efficiency: If you already own Maximo® licenses,

bring them to the cloud! Our cloud solution, provides an

economical and secure alternative to hosting them in-

house. Maximo® in the Cloud minimizes the

maintenance and overhead associated with supporting

Maximo®, so you can focus on your core business.

Maximo-as-a-Service | Hosting in the Cloud

Cohesive Solutions, is a leading enterprise asset management 

consultant, certified Gold Level IBM Business Partner and 

systems integrator. Cohesive Solutions provides business 

transformation and consulting services that enable 

organizations to achieve higher asset ROI as well as deliver a 

unique performance management solution, Propel, that unlocks 

hidden potential while aligning business performance goals. 

Since 1990 Cohesive Solutions has provided world class 

services to North American organizations. Learn more at 

Cohesivesolutions.com. 
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